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ON EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS OF THE p-LAPLACIAN

WITH NEUMANN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

YIN XI HUANG

(Communicated by Barbara L. Keyfitz)

Abstract. We study the nonlinear eigenvalue problem

-Au = Xm(x)\uf~~u    iniî, — =0   onc*C2,  where p > 1 , À e R.
p On

For fn m(x) < 0, we prove that the first positive eigenvalue À, exists and is

simple and unique, in the sense that it is the only eigenvalue with a positive

eigenfunction. In the case jnm(x) = 0 , we prove that A0 = 0 is the only

eigenvalue with a positive eigenfunction.

1. Introduction

Let Q be a bounded domain in R" with smooth boundary dÇl. For a

given number p > 1 and a function w(x) e C(Q), we consider the following

nonlinear eigenvalue problem with Neumann boundary condition

(1) -Apu - kmix)\uf~ u   in Q

(2) ^ = 0 on dD.
on

where Apu = div(|VM|p_2Vw) is the p-Laplacian and k e R.

The operator —A with p ^ 2 arises from a variety of physical phenomena.

It is used in non-Newtonian fluids, in some reaction-diffusion problems, as

well as in flow through porous media. It also appears in nonlinear elasticity,

glaceology, and petroleum extraction. Diaz [4] collected detailed references on

physical background and presented mathematical treatments of free boundary

problem associated with -A . Recently, the eigenvalue problems of -A with

indefinite weight with respect to Dirichlet boundary conditions were investigated

by Otani and Teshima [9] and Anane [1], while Guedda and Veron [5] studied

the one-dimensional bifurcation phenomena of -A . We refer to [1,4,5,9]
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for more references and for other aspects of —A . In the case p = 2, eigenvalue

problems of second-order elliptic operator with indefinite weight were studied

by many authors. Senn and Hess [10], Hess and Senn [7] studied eigenvalue

problems with Neumann boundary conditions. Bandle, Pozio, and Tesei [2]

studied the existence and uniqueness of positive solutions to some nonlinear

Neumann problems. The purpose of this paper is to study the existence of a

positive real number kx , the first eigenvalue, such that (l)-(2) has a positive

solution ux if and only if k = kx and such that kx is simple in the sense that

such solution ux is unique up to a constant multiplication. Our approach in

this paper follows the technique of [10]. However, since the problem we study

is nonlinear and the associated operator is not selfadjoint, the Krein-Rutman

theory used extensively in [10] is not applicable here.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2, we introduce some known

results for the /7-Laplacian and set up the framework for later sections. In §3,

the existence, uniqueness, and simplicity of the first positive eigenvalue kx are

proved for the case fnm{x)dx < 0. The exceptional case fQmix)dx = 0

is discussed in §4, where we prove that k0 = 0 is the only eigenvalue with a

corresponding positive eigenfunction.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we will set up an appropriate functional analysis framework

for our problem. We first state some fundamental properties of the solutions

of the following Neumann boundary value problem,

(3) -ApuArs\u\p~2u = f   in Q

(4) p- = 0   onÖQ,

where Q c R" is a bounded domain with smooth boundary, p > 1 and £ > 0.

By Theorem 2.1 of Lions [8, p.  171], and Theorem 2.3 of [8, p.  176], (3)-

(4) has a unique solution u e Wl'p(Q) for any given / e L9(Q) where q is

such that ¿ + 1 = 1. Regularity theorems (cf. Tolksdorf [11, p.  806] or Di

Benedetto [3]), further show that if / e L°°(Çï), then u e CI+"(Q) for some

0<q < 1 .

Let Ju := \u\p~ u, and

3f = 3f(L) = {ue L°°(Sl)\u solves (3)-(4) for some / e L°°(Q)}.

On 2 define the operator L by Lu = -eJu + f, where / e L°°(Q) is such

that u solves (3)-(4) for this /.

Then for any e > 0, L + eJ is injective and maps 3¡ onto L°°(Q). Thus

its inverse R£ = (L + eJ)"1 : L°°(Q) -» 31 c L°°(f2) exists. Since CI+"(Q) is

embedded in L°°(£2) compactly and densely, RE: L°°(£2) —► L°°(Sl) is com-

pact. We now show that Re is strictly positive, i.e. for / > 0 and / ^ 0,

Rcf > 0. Indeed, let u = REf, then -ApuA-e\u\p~''u = /. Let ü = min(w, 0).
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Multiplying the previous equation by ü on both sides and integrating, we get

u > 0. Lemma 4 of Otani and Teshima [9] further shows that u > 0 on fi.

Thus R£ is strictly positive.

Let M: L°°(Q) —> L°°(Q) denote the multiplication operator induced by

the weight function m{x) G C(fl), i.e. Afw = m(x)u. Then the eigenvalue

problem ( 1 )-(2) is equivalent to the following operator equation,

(5) Lu = kMJu,

in L°°(Q), for AeR.

A simple integration shows that if m(x) is of constant sign, there is no

nonzero eigenvalue k of (l)-(2) with a positive eigenfunction. Thus from now

on we always assume that m(x) changes sign in ÇÏ. Also, without loss of

generality, we assume that Hwix)^ < 1.

For a > 0 , define

Ka = Ra{M+l)J.

Then Kn is compact and strictly positive. We note that u is a solution of (5)

if and only if « is a solution of

i
(6) u = kP-iKku.

3. Main results

We start with the construction of a subsolution to (6). The same technique

was employed in [2, 6, 10] for the same purpose.

Lemma 1. There exist a0 > 0 and wQ e L°°(Q), w0 > 0, such that

i

(7) ™o<QrTX0™o>

i.e., wQ is a subsolution to (6) for k = aQ.

Proof. Let Q+ = {x e D.\m(x) > 0} and let U c Q+ be an open connected

domain. Set ô — minv€(y w(x). It is well known that there exist 7, > 0, and

wx e L°°iU), wx > 0, such that

-A wx = yxJw]    in U,        wx=0   ondU.

Set a0 = yx/S , then

(-A   + a0J)wx = a0(S A- l)Jwr

Now let

We claim that

{w.    in U
—

0      in Q\U.

i
(8) w0<Q0p-'(L + Q07)"'(¿+ l)Jw0.
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1

Indeed, let v = a£-1 (L + a0J)~'(<$+ l)JwQ . Since (Sa- l)Jw0 > 0, v > 0 on

Q. Thus v > wQ in Q\C/.

Since wQ and u solve

(-A  + a0J)w0 = q0(í5 4- l)Jw0 in Q,        tu,, = 0 on dU

(-A  +Q0/)ti = a0(¿ + l)/io0 in Q,        v > 0 on dU

respectively, by maximum principle (cf. Lemma 3 of [9], or Proposition 3.2.1

of [11]), we conclude that v > w0 in U. Thus (8) follows.

Since (<5 + l)JwQ < (M A- l)Jw0, (8) and maximum principle imply that
i

w0 < cxq~] Ka wQ . This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 2. For this aQ , there exist a, such that 0 < a, < aQ and wx e L°°(Q),

wx > 0, such that

i i

(9) ttf, =af-lKt wx =af"l(L + a0/)"1(M+ l)Jwx.

Proof. Consider the following eigenvalue problem

-AuA-a0\u\p    u = k(m(x) + l)\u\p~ u,        in Q

|^ = o,     on an.
on

Then the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1 in [9] yield the existence of

the first eigenvalue À, > 0 with a positive eigenfunction wx > 0. It is easy to

see that wx satisfies (9) with ax — kx . Since À, can be expressed as

A|     J?*.,     J(m+l)|u|*     '

we conclude that a0 > A, = a, . This completes the proof of the lemma.

Now, since wx satisfies (9),

(L A- aQJ)wx — ax(M A- l)Jw{.

Thus

(L + axJ)wx = ax(M A- l)Jwx - (aQ - ax)Jwx.

Hence we conclude that
i

W. < ap~x K   W. ,
i —    i ft,    i '

since (aQ - a, ) > 0 and (L + ax J)~    is strictly positive.

Repeated application of Lemma 2 yields a decreasing sequence of real num-

bers an > 0 and a sequence of functions wn e L°°(Q), wn > 0, such that

(10) {L + anJ)wn = an{M+l)wn-{an_x -an)Jwn.

We will normalize wn so that H^JI^ = 1 •
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Lemma 3. Assume that

(11) fmix)dx<0.
Jn

Then there exist kx  with 0 < kx < a0, and u > 0, such that Lu = kxMJu.

Proof. From the above we know that an —► kx e [0, a0]. If kx — 0, then since

Lwn=aniM+l)Jwn-an_xJwn,

we obtain that WLwJ^ < 3arI_l\\wn\\00 = 3qh_, . Hence Lwn -* 0 in L°°, i.e.

||(L + J)wn\\00 < const. The compactness of (L + /)"' implies that wn -* u

for some u e L°°(Í2), and u > 0, ||w||oo = 1 . We further have Lu = 0, and

thus w = 1 . Since

0 < J |Vti// = y anm\w/ + (an - an_x) J \w/

we conclude that

a„ I m\wn\" >0-

This implies that famix)dx > 0, which is a contradiction. Hence kx > 0.

Then (L + a;i/)"' ^(L + A,/)"1 and Kn  -> Kx . Thus we have

i

(12) u^-ar'i^-O.

Since Kn is compact, {wn} lies in a compact subset of L°°(Q). Therefore

by going to subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that wn —> u in L°° and

m > 0. From (12) we conclude that

i

u — kx~l Kk u,        i.e. Lu = XxMJu.

This ends the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 4.  Xx  is simple and unique.

Proof. Set

(13) I{u,v) = j {-Apu)-^f--J {-Apv

for u, v e W 'p and u, v > 0. Then Proposition 1 of Anane [1] ensures that

I(u, v) > 0, and I(u, v) = 0 if and only if u = cv for some constant c.

If w, , u2 are two normalized positive eigenfunctions (i.e.  H«,-!^ = 1 ,  i ==

1, 2) associated with A, , then

I(ux, u2) = / Xxm ■ (uPx - uP2) -     Xxm- iup - uP2)

= 0.

Thus ux = u2, and Xx is simple. Similarly one can prove that kx is unique.

Lemma 4 is proved.

v      p
u   - V
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Now, summarizing the above we have

Theorem 1. Assume that Jnm < 0. Then the eigenvalue problem (l)-(2) ad-

mits a positive eigenvalue Xx with a positive eigenfunction; and such a Xx is

unique and simple.

4. The exceptional case

In this section we consider the exceptional case

(14) [ m(x)dx = 0.
Jn

Obviously, X0 = 0 is an eigenvalue with u0 = 1 as the eigenfunction to (l)-(2).

Furthermore, we have the following

Theorem 2. Assume that jQm(x)dx = 0. Then X0 = 0 is the only eigenvalue

of ( 1 )-(2) having a positive eigenfunction.

Proof. Suppose not, i.e. assume that there exist a A, / 0 and ux > 0 satisfying

-A u, — k.mup,     in Q.   and    -r-1- = 0 on 9Q.
pli' du

For any S > 0, let

u,     ̂        f ' dt
*<«,) = /    -.

Then

Vh(u,) = —Vu, ,
1       ux      '

dh(ux) _   1 dux

dn ux dn
= 0   on dCi

and

-Aph(ux) = -v[-L-x\Vux\p \ux

(15) --",("   i}Apux+(p-l)uxP\Vul\"

= kxm + (p- \)u;p\Vux\".

Integrating (15) yields

-Jkxm = J(p-l)u;"\Vux\".

Combining with (14) we conclude that |Vw,| = 0, i.e. ux is a constant. Thus

from (l)-(2) we conclude that kx = 0, which is a contradiction. Hence the

theorem is proved.
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By the same technique, we have the following more general

Corollary 1. Assume that u is a positive solution to

(16) ~^nu ~ m(x)f(u)   in Í2

(17) ~ = 0       onOCl
on

where f'(s) > 0 for s > 0, f(s) > 0 for s > 0. Then fn mix) < 0.

Proof. Let
u«  ^      ["        dt

where S > 0 is fixed. Then h(u) satisfies

-Ahiu) = mix) A-£^-\Vu\p   inQ
P fiuf

dhju)
—-— = 0       on Oil.

dn

Integration yields

-[ m{x)= [ Qt±\Vu\p>0,
Ja Jn J {u)

and hence the result.

Remark. We note that this corollary holds for nonnegative solutions: we need

only consider the integration over the support of u in this case. A direct con-

sequence of this corollary is that if /nw(x) > 0, ( 16)—( 17) has no positive

solutions.
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